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Unit 14/501 Glebe Point Rd, Glebe

A rare offering, iconic harbourside building Sweeping views,
unmistakeable style and architecture

3 2 2

A bold statement of lifestyle, design and innovation, this substantial apartment offers
a unique opportunity to secure a luxurious urban retreat within the iconic Tonkin,
Zulaikha and Greer ‘Pavilions on the Bay’. Simply breathtaking views are achieved from
its elevated north-east facing position sweeping across the bay, Anzac and Harbour
Bridges and the city.
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This residence boasts an expansive floor plan of …sqm of living space spilling to
external balconies spanning across the entire frontage with nearly every room
enjoying full balcony access and amazing non-stop views. Extensive use of floor-toceiling glass delivers a seamless integration allowing ease of movement between
inside and out.
The cosmopolitan backdrop fills the interior with natural light which is soothing
combination of neutral tones, high 3.0m ceilings and stylish finishes. The living and
dining are generous and open plan spilling to the large alfresco balcony and adjoined
by the quality Corian topped gas kitchen with fine European appliances including an
integrated Leibherr fridge/freezer, Qasair stainless steel domed exhaust and Barazza
cook top. Fully integrated C-Bus lighting and sound throughout.
Three bedrooms are all substantial and fitted with built-in robes. The king-sized
master is a divine retreat basking in the beauty of the views, enjoying a large ensuite
and walls of robes. Its adjoined by a large and private home office space which gazes
across the streetscape and has ample room for a library wall.
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complex enjoys an attentive on-site building manager and boasts only 46 unique
residences, each with its own floor plan and nearly completely owner occupied. Car
washing bay, visitor parking and full security building that presents as new.
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